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Abstract: Image processing techniques mainly focus upon enhancing the quality of an image or a set of images and to derive the 
maximum information from them. Image Fusion is such a technique of producing a superior quality image from a set of 
available images. Image fusion is the process that fuses the information from multiple images of the same size. The image fusion 
results generate new images that contain the contents and most desirable information and characteristics of each input image.  A 
lot of research is being done in this field encompassing areas of Computer Vision, Automatic object detection, Image processing, 
parallel and distributed processing, Robotics and remote sensing. Sometimes, pictures are clicked using ‘Auto-focus’ function, in 
which background or foreground may blur. These pictures don’t convey complete information. So image fusion helps to retrieve 
more information from such images. Another category of images is that in which one picture is taken in more light and the other 
one of the same scene taken in the dark. So in that case as well the information of the scene is not complete. The solution of this 
problem is also ‘Image Fusion’. This thesis reports a detailed study performed over some image fusion algorithms regarding 
their implementation. The techniques used for image fusion are Discrete Wavelet Transform and Principal component analysis. 
A hybrid method for image fusion has been developed, here Discrete Wavelet Transform and Principal Component Analysis 
techniques are combined. The results are calculated using different quality metrics. From the values of parameter it has been 
observed that DWT when combined with PCA gives best results. 
Keyword: PSNR, DWT, MSE, PCA, Image Fusion etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Video fusion is the process of combining information from two or more image and videos of a scene into a single composite video 
that is more informative and is more suitable for the purpose of human or machine perception or for further processing tasks. The 
aim of video fusion is to reduce unwanted amount of data, uncertainty and minimize redundancy in the output fused video while 
maximizing relevant information particular to an application or task.[1] For the given same set of input image and videos different 
fused image and videos may be created depending on the specific application and depending upon the relevant information 
according to the specific application. There are several benefits in using video fusion like decreased uncertainty, wider spatial and 
temporal coverage, increased robustness, and improved reliability of system performance. [2]  
  

II. VIDEO FUSION PROCESS 
In video fusion process relevant information from the source image and videos from different views are combined into a single 
video using the fusion rules. The video resulting from  
the fusion contains most of the information from all the source image and videos.[3]  In a brief explanation of video fusion process, 
source image and videos are decomposed to source transforms and the fused transform is produced with source transforms based on 
fusion rule. The simplest fusion rule is choosing the one with larger magnitude. The fused video is composed through the fused 
transform .The applications differ from one another in using the fusion rules. The image and videos of the same modality taken at 
the same time but from different places or under different conditions are fused together to generate a single video with information 
content from both the image and videos. Such type of fusion is called as multi-view video fusion which is used in this study.[4]   
 

III. WAVELET BASED VIDEO FUSION 
The standard video fusion techniques such as PCA based method Brovey transform method IHS based method operate under spatial 
domain. However the spatial domain fusions results into spectral degradation. In optical remote sensing it is extremely important , if 
the image and videos that are to  fuse were not acquired at the same time [6]. Therefore, compared with the ideal output of the fusion, 
these methods often pleads to poor result. Over the ten years , new improvements or approaches  on the existing approaches are 
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regularly being proposed to overcome the problems that have been noticed  in the standard techniques. As multi resolution analysis 
has become one of the most popular methods in video processing, the wavelet transform method has become one of the  useful tool 
for video fusion. It has been found that wavelet-based fusion techniques outperform the standard fusion techniques in spectral  and 
spatial quality particularly in minimizing color distortion [7, 10-11]. Layouts  that combine the standard methods such as PCA HIS 
Brovey method with wavelet transforms produce superior results than either standard methods or simple wavelet-based methods 
alone. However, the tradeoff is cost and higher complexity . 

 
Figure1. Wavelet Based Fusion[5] 

 
IV. STATIONARY WAVELET TRANSFORM 

The SWT algorithm is very simple and is close to the DWT one. The SWT is a wavelet transform algorithm which is designed to 
overcome the lack of translation invariance of the Discrete Wavelet Transform. The SWT is the translation invariant DWT 
transform. The SWT transform is based on no decimation .It applies the DWT and omit both   down sampling in the forward up 
sampling in the inverse transform. As, DWT basic computational step is a convolution followed by decimation. The decimation 
retains even indexed elements. But the decimation could be carried out by choosing odd indexed elements in place  of even indexed 
elements . This choice concerns every step of the decomposition process, so at every level we chose odd or even. If we perform all 
the different possible decompositions of the original signal, we have 2J different decompositions, for a given maximum level J. Let 
us denote by j = 1 or 0 the choice of odd or even indexed elements at step j. Every decomposition is labeled by a sequence of 0's and 
1's: = 1, J. This transform is called the decimated DWT.  The SWT decomposes the 2D video into four sub-band structures as A, V, 
H, D namely Approximate, Vertical, Horizontal and Diagonal but without down sampling Then the approximation and detail 
coefficients at level 1 are both of size N, which is the signal length . The approximate sub-band is used for next level of the 
decomposition. The fused video is reconstructed by ISWT  i.e inverse Stationary wavelet transform .As  the fusion process is similar 
to DWT,   instead of DWT here SWT transform is applied. It applies the transform at each point of video save the detailed 
coefficients and uses the approximation coefficient for further level of decomposition.  

 
V. VIDEO QUALITY MATRIX 

Video quality metrics are used to benchmark different video processing algorithm by comparing the objective metrics. There are 
two types of metrics that is subjective and objective used to evaluate video quality. On the basis of degradation  effect in subjective 
metric users rate the image and videos and it vary from user to user whereas objective quality metrics quantify the difference in the 
video due to processing technique and level of process (single or multi)[5]. The same dimension of video data is set for convenience 
in the fusion process and post processing analysis. Image and videos are registered first and then they get fused . After registering 
Principal component Analysis, simple averaging, wavelet based fusion at four different levels and Radon based fusion approaches 
are used to create the fused image and videos.[5] Assessment of video fusion performance can be first divided into two categories: 
one with and one without reference image and videos. In reference-based test, a fused video is compared with the reference video 
which serves as a ground truth image and video. Furthermore, video fusion assessment can be classified both as qualitative or 
quantitative in nature.[7] In practical applications, however neither quantitative nor qualitative assessment alone satisfies the needs 
perfectly. In the event that when nature of intricacy of particular applications is given, another appraisal standard join both 
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subjective and quantitative evaluation will be the most fitting with a specific end goal to accomplish the best appraisal result.[8] 
 
 
A. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

The peak signal to noise ratio PSNR is the ratio between the maximum value of an video and the magnitude of background noise and 
is commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction in video fusion. It indicates the similarity between two image and videos. 
The higher value of PSNR the better is the fused video is[10] 
PSNR=10 log10(Peak2/ MSE) 
Where,     
PSNR= peak signal to noise ratio 
MSE= Mean squared error        
                       
B. Normalize Absolute Error (NAE) 

It is a measure of how far is the fused video from the original image and video. Large value of NAE indicates poor quality of the 
image and video.[11] 
 
NAE =  i=1 ∑m

j=1∑n(|Aij-Bij|) 
            i=1 ∑m

j=1∑n (Aij) 
Where, 
NAE= Normalize Absolute Error 
Aij = the original image and video 
Bij=the fused video  
i – pixel row index 
 j – pixel column index 
 m, n- No. of row and column 
 
C. Maximum Difference (MD) 

Large value of MD means that the video is of poor quality. It is obtained by measuring the distortion between the original and the 
fused image and video.[12] 
MD=Max|Aij-Bij|, 
i=1,2……m 
j=1,2……n 
 
where, 
MD= Maximum Difference 
Aij = pixel values of the original video  
Bij = pixel values of the fused video  
i – pixel row index 
 j – pixel column index 
 m, n- No. of row and column 
 
D. Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)[13] 

Normalized Cross-Correlation is one of the methods used for 
template matching, a process used for finding incidences of a pattern or object 
within an image and video. It is computed by 
NCC=i=1∑m j=1∑n (Aij*Bij) 
     Aij

2 

Where, 
NCC= Normalized Cross Correlation 
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Aij = the original image and video 
Bij=the fused image and video 
i – pixel row index 
 j – pixel column index 
 m, n- No. of row and column 

VI. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The issue supported for the paper is "Color Video Fusion using a hybrid approach". Video Fusion is the procedure that produce new 
video that is more suitable for further processing tasks or the purpose of machine or  human perception . The result of video fusion 
is a new video that holds the most desirable information and features of each of input image and video. The main application of 
video fusion is merging the colored low-resolution multispectral video and gray-level high-resolution panchromatic video . It has 
been noticed that the standard fusion methods perform well spatially but usually introduce spectral distortion which means that the 
difference of hue before and after the fusion process has been appeared. There occur color distortion problem when the fusion take 
place in the color image and videos. The redundancy and ambiguity related problem occurred in medical image and videos. When 
the fusion of two image and videos occurred there is human seeing and objective evaluation criteria related problems that I have 
studied in the book related survey. Due to fusion the Intensity, Saturation and the Hue of the color image and videos get affected. 
 

VII. METHODOLOGY 
This paper is to actualize the fusion of different image and videos .Using MATLAB the implementation is performed. A number of 
facilities are available in MATLAB to manipulate image and videos. For technical computing MATLAB is a high-performance 
language. It combines computation, visualization and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems along with 
solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. For high-productivity development research and analysis such as 
computations ,algorithm development , Math , data visualization and  analysis, scientific graphics , data acquisition, modeling, 
engineering graphics, simulation, , and many more . MATLAB is considered as one of the best tool. MATLAB is an user friendly 
system whose basic data element is an array that does not require dimensioning.. In the video fusion the following steps are 
followed: 

 
Figure 2: Basic video fusion algorithms [3] 

Steps: 
A. Take input image and videos of same size and of same scene or object taken from different sensors like visible and infra red 
image and videos or image and videos having different focus. 
B. If the input image and videos are color, separate their RGB planes to perform 2D transforms. 
C. Apply one of the different video fusion techniques. 
D. Fuse the input video components by taking any of the pixels merging technique. 
E. Resulting fused transform components are converted to video using inverse transform. 
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VIII. RESULT & ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 3:Video fusio processing 

 
TABLE .1 . For building video various quality parametrs value 
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TABLE 2 .For foot video various quality parametrs value 

T e c h n i q u e ’ s 
 

PCA SWT 1st level SWT 2nd Level DWT 1st level DWT 2nd level PCA+DWT 

PSNR 26.4290 26.253382 22.325582 26.216441 21.623240 28.462734 
AD 100.191 -1.8649 -22.2884 100.1919 100.191 102.3917 
MD 253.000 225.000 225.00000 253.000 253.00 253.0000 
NAE .990118 .106236 .249962 .990119 .990119 .990118 
NCC .007659 .986030 1.182001 .007658 .007658 .007659 

 
From the study of above tables and graphs  it is observed that , on the basis of different quality parameters i.e PSNR,NCC,NAE,AD 
and MD better video fusion results are found in case of DWT as compared to SWT for various image and videos in the database .So 
DWT is combined with PCA to upgrade the fusion quality .The PSNR is near to ideal Value in proposed technique ( PCA+ DWT ) 
as compared to other techniques . In propsed technique PSNR value is increasing and at the same time corresponding NCC value is 
decreasing. 

 
Figure 4 :  NCC(Normalized cross corelation ) graph of  Foot  video 

 

 
Figure 5 - NCC(Normalized cross corelation ) graph of  newspaper  video  
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IX. CONCLUSION 
Video fusion is the process that fuses the information from many image and videos of the same size. The video fusion results create 
new image and videos that contain the contents and most desirable information and characteristics of each input image and video. 
The one of the  main application of video fusion is merging the gray-level high-resolution panchromatic video and the colored low-
resolution multispectral image and video. Color distortion appeared when the fusion is take place in the color image and videos. 
There is human seeing and objective evaluation criteria related problems when the fusion of two image and videos occurred. The 
Intensity , Hue and Saturation of the color image and videos effected due to fusion. Video fusion is implemented to overcome the 
problem of color distortion.In this study multilevel SWT multilevel DWT Principle component Analysis and DWT with PCA is 
combined, So as to get  the best results of the video fusion . The  DWT coefficient can improve classification accuracy without 
adding new information because  wavelet method can use both spectral and spatial information simultaneously.  The video fusion is 
to creating a new video that enjoys the high-spatial resolution of image and videos and the color information of the Multispectral 
image and videos. To reduce the color distortion of the image and videos without destroying any factor of the image and videos like 
Intensity  Saturation and Hue and the DWT fist level and second level technique of Video Fusion is put in use. To implement the 
video fusion Multilevel DWT technique PCA is combined with DWT -1st level and median filter is added to get the better results. In 
this research work PCA is combined with DWT 1st level  based on the value of quality paramters i.e PSNR,NCC,NAE, AD and MD 
. 

X. FUTURE WORK 
In future the video fusion is executed with distinctive sorts of wavelets with their hard and delicate limit values and shows signs of 
improvement results. Further video fusion is actualized on the ongoing features and continuous image and videos with high 
resolution capture devices and gets productivity results. 
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